Fund.
Those of us with the con~cts can continue to encourage other
musicians to consider which works by Spohr would suit their particular
requirements.
~hen musicians do include more unusual Spohr works in
their concerts, let us try to support them as much as possible and
thank them.
I shall try to put as much information as I can into the
newsletters about forthcoming containing works by Spohr or other
composers we may be interested in.
Please don't forget the piano duet
concert with works by Czerny, Onslow and Moscheles at Hammerwood Park
on September 22nd.
Do look out for the 1984/85 prospectuses of
orchestras, choirs, music clubs etc. to see if they contain anything
of interest to the Society and, if you can, please let me have the
information.
We must make sure that the revivals for the Bicentenary
are not short-lived and that Spohr's music does not fall back into
neglect.

MOSCHELES ON SPOHR - a contemporary's view of the man and his music
by Michael Hopf
The diaries and correspondence of the pianist and composer Ignaz Moscheles
contain some interesting references to Spohr both as a person and as a
composer:At the end of 1820, Moscheles is in Paris.
He writes:
"Going out for a morning walk on the 30th (December), whom should
I meet but my friend Spohr - a good omen:
Our joy on meeting was mutual, we were a long time together, and
sauntered on the Boulevard des Italiens.
Later in the day, I accompanied to the Palais Royal, and in the
evening we heard 'Don Juan' at the Italian Opera •••• "
Moscheles and Spohr frequently met at the house of Baron Poifere de C~re,
who gave morning parties every Sunday.
We read that Spohr had entrusted
Moscheles at one of his matinees with the pianoforte part of~his quintet
(with wind instruments), which was greatly applauded by the audience.
Moscheles revered Spohr and was annoyed that the French did not fully
partake in this reverence:
"Why does fail to awaken general enthusiasm here?
Will the
French, from a feeling of national pride, acknowledge none but
their own violin school?
Or is Spohr too little communicative,
too retiring for the Paris fashionable world?
Enough that today
he has been obliged to give up his intended evening concert from
want of public interest; this really pains me.
Yesterday, at a
soiree at the Valentins, he played in his E flat, which passed
without the applause it well deserved - a man like Spohr:"
Again we read:
MAt Baillot's, who had got up for Spohr and myself a genuine
soiree of artists, he was greeted with real enthusiasm.
I also
played and improvised.
He played, I played, and we each shared
in a brotherly way the applause of this select audience."
'
The next we read of Spohr is in 1827 when Moscheles visits him at Cassel.
At Cassel he writes:
"I am so delighted at seeing Spohr again, the consciousness that
I understand this great man, the mutual interest we take in each

other's performances ,- all this is delightful.
His garden is
charming even in winter."
On the 8th of January he assists him in making his concert arrangements.
On the following day we reads
"Today Hauptmann, Gerke, and others met at Spohr's, and there
was no end of music.
On lOth of January with Spohr at Wilhelmsh5he, and dined at his
house."
Several years later in 1843 when Moscheles is busy making a name for
himself in England, another happy encounter takes place:
"The arrival of Spohr, the king of violinists, created a
considerable sensation in London, where his great artistic gifts
met with a very wide spread recognition.
The musical societies
in London vied with each other in welcoming the great musician.
His 'Macbeth', his 'Weihe der T5ne', and the oratorio 'The Fall
of Babylon', were performed under his own direction.
We artists,
making up a party of ninety, gave him a grand dinner at Greenwich;
I was placed next to him to interpret the proceedings and numerous
speeches; I also accompanied him in three of his manuscript duets.
In my improvisation at a later period of the evening I endeavoured
to be completely 'Spohrish', and worked up themes out of his
Symphony, 'The Consecra tien of Sound' ."
A grand party in-his honour was given by the Moscheles, and another by
Mr.Alsager.
The music was Spohr throughout, and Moscheles played his
Quintet.
He says:
"You know our friend is not demonstrative, but after the first
movement he came to the piano to shake hands with me.
Halle
turned over the leaves, whilst all the native and foreign pianists
in London formed the audience.
Spohr's 'Nonet, was a great
treat: so finely played too by the author, now a man of fifty nine
years of age:"
Two years later at Bonn, Moscheles is enthralled with the way "almost
faultlessly" Spohr directs a Beethoven concert which includes the 9th
Symphony.
~

Their last recorded meetings seem to have taken place in Leipzig where
Moscheles, at the invitation of his friend Mendelssohn, had taken up
a post in the newly formed Conservatory.
"Returning to Leipzig," he says, "I found Spohr - he played in
Voigt's house, that place of rendezvous for good musicians, his
Quartet in C major and Double Quartet in G minor, both from the
proof sheets, the composition as interesting as ever, but Spohr
unchanged; his playing is still noble and fresh.
In the
Conservatoire we gave him an ovation, and his bust was covered
with garlands; he played several things to a delighted audience,
and our pupils gave him a serenade afterwards."
Following a further concert at Leipzig in 1850, Moscheles makes the
following comments on Spohr's 7th and 9th Symphonies:
"Spohr's Symphony for double Orchestra ,Irdisches und G5ttliches
im Menschenleben' has a subject worthy of Beethoven; but the ~
artificial construction cramps the free output of feeling •.• "
and of the same symphony $
"The work," says Moscheles, "has all the great qualities which
one knows and loves in Spohr$ beautiful treatment of the subjects,
admirable modulation and instrumentation, but there is a want of

novelty in the leading ideas, and I should like more episodes
and contrasts; .somuch unity leads to monotony.
It may satisfy
the harmonist, but there is too much sameness throughout.
The
orchestra played zealously and 'con amore', but the work was only
moderately applauded."
Again, Moscheles draws comparisons with Beethoven when discussing Spohr's
9th Symphony:
"Spohr is still complete master of his violin, and conducted his
'Seasons' with great precision.
The invention in this work is
weak, but the treatment and instrumentation are as artistic as
ever.
The 'Coming of Spring' has a lovely melody, but art and
counterpoint. outweigh the poetic vein.
The music drags on slowly
like a cart through deep sand, one wheel creaking and groaning;
the 'Autumn' has its share of brightness, and the Rheinlied is
cleverly interwoven in the movement.
The contrapuntal links
of the different subjects interest the thoughtful artist, but
fail to elevate him as does the music of a certain Beethoven."

Published by Hurst & Blackett
in 2 volumes (1873).

I am lucky enough to play in two amateur quartets each week, and we
get together occasionally to play chamber works, concerti grossi and
the like.
There seemed to be nothing available for exactly eight
players apart from the Mendelssohn Octet, so I decided to obtain the
parts of the only other composition which fitted our combination, that
is, a Spohr Double Quartet.
This was almost an impossible task and
took months of writing to publishers and resulted in a phototcopy from
Germany at an exorbitant cost.
Then, whilst researching another
completely different subject, I found in the Directory of British
Associations, the Spohr Society of Great Britain.
We now have foar of the quartets, Op.4/2, Op.45/Z, 0p.58/1 and Op.84/1
and these have given pleasure and satisfaction, not only to my regular
circle, but to all other groups who had previously not realised that,
not only did they exist, but that they were approachable, playable and
very satisfying in all the parts.
We are conscious of the development
of the style and content over the range from Op.4 to Op.84, and all
my friends comment on the particular 'flavour' of the music, reminiscent,
but different from the quartets of the Mendelssohn period.
I have not had the pleasure of hearing a live perfo~ance, but we all
feel that, if only a wider audience could hear them, it would be a new,
satisfying experience for any chamber music audience.
,

